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Abstract – Salesforce is one of the largest cloud 

computing technology, which is available on cloud, no 

need to install any software for it. Now a day’s cloud 

computing is fastest growing technology. It is observed 

that businesses and individuals are moving their data to 

the cloud because fault-tolerant data storage is 

becoming more important. As large number of data 

nodes used in the cloud storage system, the probability 

of some data nodes failure increases. In our paper we 

use data replication strategies to increase the 

availability and reliability of data in cloud. For this we 

integrate the Salesforce environment with the Amazon 

Web Service (AWS) cloud where we stores the replica of 

the particular data for reliable access.  

Keywords- Salesforce, Cloud computing, Data 

replication, AWS cloud. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Salesforce is a  fastest growing and very demanded 

emerging technology, that provided services like 

Infrastructure for organization that service comes under 

IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) as well as it provides 

PaaS (Platform as a Service) for building an 

Application. Also for online service we don’t need to 

install particular software because this cloud provide a 

SaaS (Software as a Service). Salesforce make CRM 

easy to use for small business as well as large business. 

That approach makes Sales Cloud so much popular in 

the world. The CRM is not only one service they 

provide; they also provide platform for building fully 

native business to business (B2B) application as well as 

business to customer (B2C) application.   Salesforce 

provides different cloud for setup and management of 

business the clouds are: Sales Cloud, Service Cloud, 

Marketing Cloud, IoT Cloud, and Community Cloud & 

App Cloud.  

Cloud computing has been a huge-scale parallel with 

shared computing system. In cloud computing, data 

generated in electronic form are large in amount. To 

maintain this data efficiently, there is a necessity of data 

recovery services.  

Cloud computing has been envisioned as the next-

generation architecture of IT enterprise. In contrast to 

traditional solutions, where the IT services are under 

proper physical, logical and personnel controls, cloud 

computing moves the application software and 

databases to the large data centers, where the 

management of the data and services may not be fully 

trustworthy. 

This unique attribute, however, poses many new 

security challenges which have not been well 

understood. In this project, we focus on cloud data 

storage security, which has always been an important 

aspect of quality of service  

However, the Cloud environment constitutes a 

heterogeneous and a highly dynamic environment. 

Failures on the data centers nodes are normal rather 

because of the large scale of physical resources and 

data. 

As a result, the cloud environment requires an efficient 

adaptive data replication management in order to cope 

with the inherent characteristic of the Cloud 

environment. In this paper, we propose a data 

replication strategy which adaptively selects the data 
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files for replication in order to improve the overall 

reliability of the system and to meet the required quality 

of services. Further, the proposed strategy decides 

dynamically the number of replicas as well as the 

effective data nodes for replication. The popular data 

files are selected for replication based on employing a 

lightweight time-series technique, which analyzes the 

recent pattern of data files requests, and provides 

predictions for the future data requests. 

To cater this, The objective of proposed algorithm is 

twofold; first it help the users to collect information 

from any remote location in the absence of network 

connectivity and second to recover the files in case of 

the file deletion or if the cloud gets destroyed due to any 

reason. The time related issues are also being solved by 

proposed Algorithm such that it will take minimum time 

for the recovery process.  

As we know Salesforce cloud is more popular in world 

but it has some disadvantage like it store very limited 

data, hence to overcome this we use the AWS cloud by 

integrating it with the Salesforce environment. Amazon 

Web Service (AWS) cloud is provided by the Amazon. 

It store large amount of data. We can easily do the 

replication in Amazon Web Service cloud. Its cloud is 

located in different countries. We basically use the two 

different countries cloud for storing the replicas of our 

data. 

METHOLOGY 

We propose an adaptive replication strategy in a cloud 

environment that adaptively copes with the following 

issues: 

 What to replicate to improve the non-functional 

QoS. The select process is mainly depends on 

analyzing the history of the data requests using a 

lightweight time-series prediction algorithm. Using 

the predicted data request, we can identify what 

data files need replication to improve the system 

reliability. 

 The number of replicas for each selected data. 

 The position of the new replicas on the available 

data centers. 

 The overhead of replication strategy on the Cloud 

infrastructure. This is the most important factor of 

the proposed adaptive replication strategy where 

the Cloud has a large number of data centers as 

well as a large-scale data. 

Hence, the adaptive replication strategy should be 

lightweight strategy. 

The proposed adaptive replication strategy is originally 

motivated by the fact that the recently most accessed 

data files will be accessed again in the near future 

according to the collected prediction statistics of the 

files access pattern. A replication factor is calculated 

based on a data block and the availability of each 

existing replica passes a predetermined threshold, the 

replication operation will be triggered. A new replica 

will be created on a new node which achieves a better 

new replication factor. The number of new replicas will 

be determined adaptively based on enhancing the 

availability of each file heuristically. However, we 

employ a lightweight time-series algorithm for 

predicting the future requests of data files. The 

replication decision is primarily based on the provided 

predictions. The heuristic proposed for the dynamic 

replication strategy is computationally cheap, and can 

handle large scale resources and data in a reasonable 

time. 

DESIGN 

Remote Data Backup server is a server which stores the 

main cloud’s entire data as a whole and located at 

remote place (far away from cloud). And if the central 

repository lost its data, then it uses the information from 

the remote repository. The purpose is to help clients to 

collect information from remote repository either if 

network connectivity is not available or the main cloud 

is unable to provide the data to the clients. As shown in 

Fig 1, if clients found that data is not available on 

central repository, then clients are allowed to access the 

files from remote repository (i.e. indirectly). 
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The Remote backup services should cover the following 

issues: 

1) Privacy and ownership. 

2) Relocation of servers to the cloud.  

3) Data security. 

4) Reliability. 

5) Cost effectiveness. 

6) Appropriate Timing. 

1) Privacy and ownership 

Different clients access the cloud with their different 

login or after any authentication process. They are 

freely allowed to upload their private and essential data 

on the cloud. Hence, the privacy and ownership of data 

should be maintained; Owner of the data should only be 

able to access his private data and perform read, write or 

any other operation. Remote Server must maintain this 

Privacy and ownership. 

2) Relocation of server 

For data recovery there must be relocation of server to 

the cloud. The Relocation of server means to transfer 

main server’s data to another server; however the new 

of location is unknown to the client. The clients get the 

data in same way as before without any intimation of 

relocation of main server, such that it provides the 

location transparency of relocated server to the clients 

and other third party while data is been shifted to remote 

server. 

3) Data security 

The client’s data is stored at central repository with 

complete protection. Such a security should be followed 

in its remote repository as well. In remote repository, 

the data should be fully protected such that no access 

and harm can be made to the remote cloud’s data either 

intentionally or unintentionally by third party or any 

other client. 

4) Reliability 

The remote cloud must possess the reliability 

characteristics. Because in cloud computing the main 

cloud stores the complete data and each client is 

dependent on the main cloud for each and every little 

amount of data; therefore the cloud and remote backup 

cloud must play a trustworthy role. That means, both the 

server must be able to provide the data to the client 

immediately whenever they required either from main 

cloud or remote server. 

5) Cost effectiveness 

The cost for implementation of remote server and its 

recovery & back-up technique also play an important 

role while creating the structure for main cloud and its 

correspondent remote cloud. The cost for establishing 

the remote setup and for implementing its technique 

must be minimum such that small business can afford 

such system and large business can spend minimum cost 

as possible. 

6) Appropriate Timing 

The process of data recovery takes some time for 

retrieval of data from remote repository as this remote 

repository is far away from the main cloud and its 

clients. Therefore, the time taken for such a retrieval 

must be minimum as possible such that the client can 

get the data as soon as possible without concerning the 

fact that remote repository is how far away from the 

client. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper proposed efficient data replication for 

handling the situation of data lost with the help of 

Salesforce environment. In first section of paper we 

explained about what is the Salesforce. After that we 

describe the concept of cloud computing and how its 

store the data. We mainly focus upon the data 

replication concept for the disaster recovery technique 

with the help of AWS cloud. According to the need, 

performance, cost we store the replicas on different data 

center. Different issues like privacy and ownership, 

reliability, security, cost effectiveness, appropriate 

timing, etc. are overcome by applying proper strategy. 

In this way we successfully give the strategy that give 

desire solution for the fault-tolerant data. 
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